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Graffito Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2014. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. An international survey of the very best artists working today in dubstep graphics, the
vanguard visual component to the international electronic music phenomenonOriginally an
electronic dance music form from the garage, drum and bass, and dub reggae clubs of South
London, dubstep has merged with street art, pop art, and design to become a global design and
music phenomenon, now entering the mainstream and influencing the likes of Snoop Dogg and
Rihanna. The artists that supplied the scene with its imagery for t-shirts, posters, logos, and
merchandising have grown a fantastic and distinct brand of provocative graphic design, pop
artworks, and street art. Their subversion of regular corporate brands and language have also
become a witty trope in recent advertising campaigns. The best of these artists worldwide are
featured here, with amazing imagery and detailed analysis showing their influences and
connections. This volume is essential for all graphic designers, fascinating for anyone into the club
scene, and of interest for those wanting to keep abreast of street art and contemporary visual
culture.
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The publication is great and fantastic. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom You will like how the article writer publish this publication.
-- Mr s. Alta  K ling  V-- Mr s. Alta  K ling  V

Complete guideline for publication fanatics. It is writter in easy phrases rather than hard to understand. I am very happy to inform you that this is basically
the finest pdf we have study in my personal life and can be he finest pdf for at any time.
-- Sa ul Mer tz-- Sa ul Mer tz
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